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QUESTION 1

A group of computers are received from a computer manufacturer with a list of corresponding MAC addresses. To
facilitate the imaging of the computers, the list is modified and then imported to Deployment Solution, creating new
computer accounts. In a lab, all computers are started and booted into WinPE automation. In the console, a job is
assigned to each computer appropriate to its hardware; but the computers never get the tasks or run the jobs. What is a
likely reason for this behavior? 

A. The number of concurrent tasks assigned for imaging is overwhelming the SQL server. 

B. The computer records in the database are missing necessary key information to properly identify the computers. 

C. The network addresses assigned to the computers in the lab are outside the SBS configured ranges. 

D. New computers must first check in and be given a GUID in the console before being assigned a name and
corresponding jobs or tasks. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A system administrator needs to create a full clone of a computer with Windows 7 installed so the computer may be
restored if necessary. Which task sequence should the administrator use? 

A. BCD Edit, Reboot To "Automation," Create Image ("Back-Up Image"), Reboot To "Production" 

B. Reboot To "Automation," Create Image ("Back-Up Image"), Reboot To "Production" 

C. BCD Edit, Reboot To "Automation," Create Image ("Create Disk-Image"), Reboot To "Production" 

D. Reboot To "Automation," Create Image ("Clone"), Reboot To "Production" 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

An endpoint computer boots into WinPE Automation for initial deployment. After two hours waiting in WinPE, however,
nothing happens. Which two items should be checked? (Select two.) 

A. the SBS Server logs to verify endpoint communication with the server 

B. the endpoint computer to ensure the PECTAgent is active in memory 

C. the imaging task to verify that it is assigned to the endpoint computer 

D. the BootWiz driver store to ensure appropriate network drivers are present for the endpoint 

E. the SBS Server config files to verify they are aware of the endpoint computer 

F. the PXE Server Configuration to ensure it is configured to respond to Initial Deployment computers 
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Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

A corporate president has decided to centralize management of operating system updates after a virus spread through
the corporate network. The president requires the ability to create reports about which updates have been deployed,
which updates are still needed, and other information that will demonstrate the security of the network. Which two
features of Altiris Client Management Suite 7.1 provide all of the required functionality? (Select two.) 

A. Deployment Solution 

B. Patch Management Solution 

C. Monitor Solution 

D. Inventory Solution 

E. IT Analytics 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 5

A system administrator discovers that an unauthorized piece of software called "Solitaire 2099" has been installed on
company desktops. The software installs a browser toolbar that prevents the use of the company standard browser
toolbar and needs to be removed immediately. The administrator has also been instructed to identify all users that are
playing the game so that they can receive a private email about the situation. Which two capabilities of Inventory
Solution will help the administrator? (Select two.) 

A. Inventory Solution provides data about the number of installed instances of an application.B.Inventory Solution
automatically associates software titles to users. 

B. Inventory Solution automatically determines unauthorized software titles. 

C. Inventory Solution tracks how often an application isexecuted. 

D. Inventory Solution identifies harmful applications stored on local hard drives. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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